
AUSTRALIAN MADE

FOR PROMPT SERVICE CONTACT:



BESTOYS BTACKBOARD No. 3

Easel, 36" in height, made of f " solid timber with
chalk rack. 20" x .l6" board, with alphabet and
numbers, attached to easel.

PRICE

BESTOYS BTACKBOARD No. 2

Easel, 40" in height, made of l " solid timber with
chalk rack. 24" x lB" board, with alphabet and
numbers, attached to easel.

PRICE

BESTOYS TARGE BTACKBOARD

Made of 1" solid timber with chalk
rack. Height of easel, 45". Board,
25" x 19".

PRICE

BESTOYS DOUBTE BTACKBOARD
Sizes as above. Board painted both
sides black for double use.

PRICE



BESTOYS HOBBY HORSE

Strongly constructed of solid timber,
accurately designed, brightly decor-
ated with silk-screen enamel. l2 to a

carton, 36" x 7" x 7".

PRICE . EACH

BESTOYS SERVICE STATION

The "Space Age" service station. Designed

accurately to give full access to a toy car.

Very colourful and gaily decorated overall.

Size: 17" x 11" x 6tr". Packed in convenient

carton.

PRICE

BESTOYS "MEDI[.!M" SERVICE STATION

A modern service sfation with a large curved

display window. A lift-up door, service ramp

and dual pumps. Overall size, 21+" x f 6" x 8".
Packed in convenient carton.

PRICE



BESTOYS HORSE SWAN

BESTOYS ROCKAWAYS

The ultimate in design of rockaways now introduced by Bestoys,

has increased the public interest immensely. Smoothly finished
in eolourf ul wear-resistant lacquer, artistically decorated with
silk-screen enamel"

Obtainable, pink or blue, assembled"

PRICE

Or packed in convenient carton 28" x f 7" x 2".

PRICE

BESTOYS

BESTOYS I.AMBBESTOYS ELEPHANT



BESTOYS BEDROOM SUITE

(Suitable for Sindy, Barby, etc.)

This unique bedroom suile constructed of the latest Corinite specially designed
for the feenage doll, has already created an immensive interest during the very
short time that it has been marketed before the printing of this catalogue and,
no doubt, will remain the best seller of ihe year. The set consists of a wardrobe
with ample hanging space and a shelf ,arith two sliding doors, the dressing
table consists of two extra large drawers and a mirror, and a full-sized bed
with inserted bedside table. Packed in a convenient carton.

PRICE

BESTOYS "VANITY" WARDROBE

Another unique feature that proves Bestoys cannot be equalled
in quality, design and price. This wardrobe, designed for the
teenage doll, consists of two sliding doors, a mirror, two
drawers and ample hanging space and shelves. Constructed
of woodgrain Corinite and trimmed in gold. Overall size:

132" high, 19" wide and 6" deep. Packed in convenient
ca rton.

PRICE



BESTOYS HORSE

BESTOYS ROCKAWAYS

The ultimate in design of rockaways now introduced by Bestoys,

has increased the public interest immensely. Smoothly finished

in colourful wear-resistant lacquer, artistically decorated with
silk-screen enamel"

Obtainable, pink or blue, assembled.

PRICE

Or packed in convenient carton 28" x 17" x 2".

PRICE

BESTOYS SWAN

BESTOYS IAMBBESTOYS ETEPHANT



BESTOYS BEDROOM SUITE

(Suitable for Sindy, Barby, etc.)

This unique bedroom suile constructed of the latest Corinite specially designed
for the teenage doll, has already created an immensive interest during the very
short time that ii has been marketed before the printing of this catalogue and,

no doubt, will remain the best seller of the year. The set consists of a wardrobe
with ample hanging space and a shelf ,rrrith two sliding doors, the dressing

table consists of two extra large drawers and a mirror, and a full-sized bed

with inserted bedside table. Packed in a convenient carton.

PRICE

BESTOYS "VANITY" WARDROBE

Another unique feature that proves Bestoys cannot be equalled
in qualiiy, design and price. This wardrobe, designed for the
teenage doll, consists of two sliding doors, a mirror, two
dra,,vers and ample hanging space and shelves. Constructed
of woodgrain Corinite and trimmed in gold. Overall size:

133" high, 19" wide and 6" deep. Packed in convenient
carfon.

PRICE
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BESTOYS "CONTESSA COMBINATION''

Again, Bestoys with their serviceability of toy combinations, proudly present
this new exclusive line. lt is designed to give full play value as well as

originality. Consists of a large wardrobe, combined with dressing table and
folding bed. Constructed of Corinite in various wood-grain colours. Overall
size: 15*" high, 24" wide and 6" deep. Packed in convenient carton.

PRICE



BESTOYS "SUSANNE" DROP SIDE COT

This exclusive line has been the best
seller for 1965 in its field. The sim-
plicity of the sliding side is a unique
feature created and used exclusively
by Bestoys. Solid ly constructed,
beautifully coloured and carefully
decorated in white and gold lacquer
to assinrilate wood carved antique
finish. Overall size: Length 24",
height f 8", width .l3". Packed in
convenient carton, 25" x 14" x 3!".

PRICE

BESTOYS COMBINATION DOIL'S COT AND CRADTE

This special two-way combination has already proved itself in popularity, because
of the unique simplicity of conversion from cot to cradle. Attractively finished in
two matching tones. Available in pink or blue. Overall size, 20" high,24+" long,
13" wide. Packed in convenient carton, 25" x 14" x 4".

PRICE

BESTOYS "PRINCEss ANN"
COT AND CRADTE

This is a repetition of the Bestoys Dolls' Cot and
Cradle in a De-Luxe flnish, attractively coloured
in rnvhite and gold, trimmed with black. The base
is covered with lemon quilted vinyl as a form of
mattress.
Packed in convenient carton, 25" x 14" x 3+".
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BESTOYS "[AURA" DOLL's HOUSE

Every little girl in the world has different
wishes about toys, but the only dream that
they have in common is a lovely dolls'
house. Bestoys have made their desire
become a reality by carefully designing
this beautif ul two storey dolls' house
containing four large rooms and verandah
gaily coloured and completely accessible
from ihe back. These features make this
the most attractive dolls' house ever intro-
duced. Overall size, width, 24"; height,
2l -L"; depth, I 3". Packed in convenient
carton, 24" x 17t2" x 4".

PRICE

BESTOYS "GRACE" DOLL's HOUSE

A great 'l'avourife for little girls, consisting
of front verandah, 3 large rooms accessible
from the back. Attractively coloured. Over-
all size: width, 24"; height, 14t2"; depth,
I3". Packed in convenient carton 25" x

14" x 3|".
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BESTOYS DE.LUXE TUBUTAR
TABTE AND CHAIRS

Consists of I table and 2 chairs
smoothly finished and finely con-
structed of black.coated 8" tubular
steel legs. Table top made of +"
woodgrain or white washable
Corinite plastic surface trimmed
with plastic edging for better pro-
tection. Seat and back made of
1" Corinite plastic surface fo match.
Available in various colours.

PRICE

Extra chairs each.

BESTOYS DE.LUXE CHROME
TUBI,JIAR TABLE AND CHAIRS

Consists of I table and 2 chairs smoothly
finished and finely constructed of
chrome-plated E" tubular steel legs.

Table top made of Z" woodgrain or
white washable Corinife plastic surface
trimmed with plastic edging for better
protecfion. Seat and back made of +"
Corinite plastic surface to match. Avail-
able in various colours and packed in

convenient carton.

PRICE

Extra chairs each.



BESTOYS

LAMINEX TABTE AND CHAIRS

Constructed of black coated €-" tubular
steel legs. Table lop, 24" x 16", made
of 1" solid timber frame, covered with
mottled laminex and trimmed with
plastic edging. Seat and back of
chairs padded with plastic foam and
covered in attractive matching vinyl.
Availabie in red, lemon, blue or white
with gold spangle.

PRICE

Extra chairs to match, each.
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BESTOYS "KITCHENETTE" 
1

TABI.E AND CHAIRS

Solidly constructed of black coated

f" tubular steel legs. Table top 24"
x 16", made of l " solid timber frame,
laminated with the latest woodgrain
Corinite plastic. Trimmed with plastic

edging. Seat and back of chairs

padded with plastic foam and uphol-
stered with attractive matching vinyl.

PRICE

Extra chairs to match .. .. .each
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BESTOYS DE.LUXE "SCHOOTMATE"
DE5K5 AND STOOTS

The admiration re'ceived throughout Australia for
the Bestoys "Schoolmate" Desks and Stools has
been tremendous and now (in addition to this
iubilant success) Bestoys have exceeded them-
selves in creating the luxurious version without
affecting the prices significantly. Solidly con-
structed of washabie Corinite plastic laminated
board and trimmed with matching plastic edging,
lift-up lid, inkwell and two pencil grooves.
Supplied with stool to match. Overall size
approx. 32" high, 24" wide, 20" deep. Packed
in convenient carton, 24" x 20" x 8", Avail-
able as under:

No. l. Plain

No. 2. With Blackboard

PRICE.

PRICE.

No. 3. With Map of Australia PRICE.

No. 4. Blackboard and Map PRICE.

BESTOYS DE.II.JXE "VICTORY"
DESK AND STOOL

This ultra-modern design is the replacement for
the previous "Victory" Desk and Stool, which has
proved its popularity throughout Australia for
years. The modification was adapted to lead in
the field of design and styling for which Bestoys
have always been renowned. Solidly constructed
of washable Corinite plastic laminated board
and trimmed with matching plastic edging, lift-
up iid, inkwell and two pencil grooves. Supplied
with stool to match. Overall size approx. 30"
high, 24" wide, 4" deep and packed in con-
venient carton, 24+" x 17*" x 7".

PRICE

Also

BESTOYS DE.!.UXE "AUSTRALIA VICTORY"
DESK AND STOOT

With Map of Australia

PRICE
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ONLY THE BEST IS BRANDED-

rHE BEsr BRAND rs @ &A
REG. TRADE MARK

THERE IS ONLY ONE BESTOYS OF SYDNEY

B E STOYS
are incomparable in value and are made of highesr quality material

with the most exclusive design.

lnsist on BESTOYS Branded Products.

Beware of imitations and/or substitutes.

W. C. PENFOLD & CO. PTY. LTD.
PRINTERS - SYDNEY


